
Applications to file a refugee claim

Generic Application

Schedule 12

Schedule A

Basis of Claim Form
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Download the form, filled up, check it carefully… then input all the information in 
the form at the website of CIC for validation.  
First part all the form is all technical… 
Form should be filled on computer because most questions have slide down  
answers which must be used

The number of family members must include all dependents regardless of where 
they are
Question 7 most likely left blank or at the most will be checked as no
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Personal information of “Principal Applicant”
-UCI stands for Unique Client Identification
- POE claimants must have UCI number 
- Inland claimants do not have a UCI number while you are filling this form
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9. Mention all  countries where the claimant has citizenship
10. POE or Inland, we use for the status question… refugee claimant
12. Name all countries in which client has lived for more than six months 
besides the countries already mentioned
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Marital status of principal applicant
-If single first section will be left blank, otherwise spouses name and date 
of status change must be filled, specific answers required
- previous spouse information required if applicable, if more than one 
additional space required
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Passport information should only be filled in if the document is valid and has 
not expired

The identity document should be one that is recognized in the whole 
country, not one that is only regional or municipal 
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Brief information on Education
- Current occupation will most likely be unemployed
- intended occupation should be the claimants goal in Canada

All pull down answers very straight forward
-Dependant section will be the same as for principal applicant
- if no dependant click on remove dependant
- form allows up to 5 more dependants, if more require fill IMM 0008 DEP as 
required FCJ Refugee Centre                                                  
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Information related to elegibility
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Personal Information of claimant link to help… collection of intelligent… 
Some reluctant to disclose that information.

Identification documents not included in Generic Application form
- Duplication of information… most of these forms have among them
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Identity documents for dependants … again not mentioned in Generic Application
- If documents were not seized 
- Good place to add birth certificates, baptism certificates, etc.
- If document listed… translation must be done later

Very important aspect as this section could be used to determine a designation 
of “irregular arrivals”
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This information is forwarded to social assistance to determine eligibility 

Ineligibility due to Criminality 
- Need to be truthful as any of this information or omission can be used against 
the claimant at any part of the process

Any Previous trip to Canada, details should be specific 
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Exact route to Canada starting when claimant last left their country of origin
-only border crossings need to be mentioned
-final destination should be Canadian border crossing or first Canadian city 

Only unaccompanied minor have to release the information of their siblings, most 
cases will leave this section blank
POE related to Safe Third Country Agreement exeptions
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All forms for which you have assisted the client should be marked of
-Remember, IMM 0008 DEP will only be filled if there are more than 5 
dependants in the Generic Application

Please print your full name and check of the appropriate box in order to show that 
the claimant has had help in filling the form
If yes, CBSA is requesting that the claimant present the use of representative form.
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Claimant signature and date
- Client should be read the declaration to guarantee that they understand the 
significance of their signature and what it entails.
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Principal applicant must fill form.
All other members of the family over 18 must do so as well

If name could be written native 
language/script do so… if not 
could be credibility problems
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Details of parents of applicant filling 
out form
- Dates should be specific though 
estimates will be accepted

Been convicted… Made a RC in Canada 
before… etc…
This is  very important as questions pertain 
to eligibility. Be very careful to guarantee that 
client knows very well what is being asked
-All yes answers need to be explained
-Be aware…  if any yes answer exclusion is 
possible… please referred to lawyer
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More detailed educational history
-All 4 boxes should have an answer if not applicable place a “0” (zero)
-Details of all educational institutions attended from Secondary onward

Detailed information of all activity in the last 10 years 
-Should be constant with no time gaps
-Unemployed periods, long travelling periods should be added
-Additional paper may be required
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Organizations that include political, professional, activism and student 
organizations.
-all unions and political parties are very important to include
-also refer to BOC to make sure there are no contradictions

Any form of government employment must be mentioned
-if any doubt mentioned but explain why you doubted
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Very important to mention any type of military service
-employment and activities that require possession of a firearm may be 
considered military or paramilitary service
-all form of special weapons training should be indicated as well

Start with the most recent address and work your way back
-be consistent with BOC to avoid contradictions
-try to remain consistent as well with personal history of persecution (narrative)
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Sex or Gender… What is the dif?
- gender identified, crucial for gender claims, 
- note that gender assigned on passport can be changed on BOC
- ethnicity, nationality and racial group or tribe section is crucial for cases 

pertaining to mistreatment due to minority status 
- even if claimant feels is unimportant guarantee that if a denomination exist it 

is being used
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This section is  the most important part of the BOC!!!!

-Answer should be yes, as if

answer is no it will a very

difficult case.

Answer should always be in chronological order starting from the first incident

-all incidents should be detailed, and all possible incidents even if at the time not all

details can be remembered should be mentioned.

-This includes all incidents that happened to the principal applicant and their family

members in Canada as well as all family and extended family in their country of origin.
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This is all about future persecution

Clearly describe who the claimant fears and why they have these fears

Keep in mind the refugee nexus when stating the reasons why they are afraid in order to be able

to prove persecution that is specific and personal.
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2(c)Be honest and simply put yes or no

If the answer is no:

-there have to be very strong and justifiable reasons why the claimant did not approach the

authority

-it is not enough to simply put “they would not help me” all reasons should be backed by reasons

that would be reasonable and could be proved through country documentation.

IF the answer is yes:

-All interactions with authorities should be documented in this section in chronological order,

especially if more than one institution was approached.

-All responses should be detailed in respect to a specific incident that caused the approach to the

institution also the response given, the procedure that was followed and the results obtained from

following the outlined procedures of the institutions.
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Be honest and simply put yes or no
-the reference of another part of the country is related to leaving the specific city or 
metropolitan area the claimant resided in where the incidents happened.
- Think in the evidences

If No:
Give reasons… should be no economic reasons mentioned in this section.

If YES:
explain in detail:
-why you left the place that you moved to; and why you could not live there or some other
place in another part of your country, today.
-Relations to previous residence from where the new residence is located, give reference in
distance as well as time it takes to travel from location to location.
-Be very specific on the interaction in every subsequent residence(s) that then forced the
claimant to move again. FCJ Refugee Centre                                                  
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All times that the claimant left their country of origin  after the original incident 
should be documented.
- Be honest

Explain the circumstances to what made the claimant leave at the chosen time; 
-specify if it was an incident that caused the decision to leave your country. 

-Be very specific on your reason as to why the amount of time passed until the 
claimant made the decision whether it be due to visas, organizing the exit or 
health reasons.
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Be honest and simply put yes or no,
-keep in mind that moving to another
country is actually taking up
residence and not transiting through
to get to another country.

If Yes:
Give specific details of dates when arrived and left,

the circumstances of your stay in that country

if you applied for refugee protection the details of the process that the claimant went through and

if not the reasons why,

these reasons should be very well detailed

try to stay away from reasons of the claimant not knowing the procedure and monetary

restrictions.
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We suggest that in this section all details given in the above questions be worked together
in a narrative form
to put the whole story in perspective
since the above part is all detail oriented there may be context that needs to be explained
as well as different country conditions that should be taken in to consideration.
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If “yes” Just check the box that applies,
-if the claimant is not the child’s parent,
-there should be legal documentation allowing the claimant to take care of the child,
-the documentation must be legal in the country that it was issued to be legal in Canada.
-there must be an explanation if no documentation available,
-A family court procedure is always recommended
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Same as  suggestions as previous question

Include explanation why an d how the principal claimant persecution put at risk the child

An specific situation is child abuse or

Incidents that have happened to a specific child that does not involve the parent(s).
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All countries that the claimant has citizenship or permanent residence have to be 
mentioned

All countries that the claimant has citizenship or permanent residence have to be 
mentioned… check other forms
As well as current status in those countries
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Same as current family section of the old PIF
-remember that all relatives dead or alive listed in the question need to be 
mentioned

-All dates that are not specifically known should be pointed out

-if relative is deceased, than the date in which the person passed away  
should be given
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Refugee by Mandate by the UNHCR is good…. Convention refugee by another 
country is not.
- If relatives filed for refugee claims in Canada, provide as much detail as 
possible even if their claims have no connection to claimant

- This question needs to be consistent with Schedule 12
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Contact information
-clients need to be aware that any change to this information must be 
communicated to the IRB as soon as possible
Address will be updated or confirmed at the refugee hearing

-If you explained questions to the claimant… you are counselling….  The answer is 
yes FCJ Refugee Centre                                                  
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Indicate weather English or French
-Very important to indicate if interpreter will be needed and the 
language required

If English is first language or claimant has high proficiency  they sign 
here, if not direct them to sign declaration B and read and explain to 
client what is meant by the declaration

This Declaration must be signed by anyone who has helped interpret the BOC
Interpretation is reading the filled form back to the claimant in his/her own 
language. 
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